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PINOCCHIO WOODEN DOLL
“As soon as he reached home, Geppetto took his tools and began to cut and shape
the wood into a Marionette.”
- Carlo Collodi, Le avventure di Pinocchio
I am not Geppetto, but I must say I would compete with him over the title of “The
Cutest Ever Made Pinocchio”. The one I am sure will bring lots of joy to just any
toddler boy or girl. It is made from solid wood, polished to perfection so you will just
love touching it.
Pinocchio toy comes disassembled, so assembling it according to a very simple
instruction (included with a gift box), will become an intriguing process itself. After
doll is fully assembled, all is left - have fun and play with it.
MATERIALS:
- Wood
- Fabric bag
- Strings
- Leather
DIMENSIONS of a box:
22.5x15x5.5 cm / 8.9x5.9x2.2”
Height of a pinocchio (assembled):
24 cm / 9.5”
WEIGHT:
500 g / 1.1 lbs
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Product name
Pinocchio

GIFT SET OF FORESTIME TABLE
This is a perfect gift set, that consists of only handmade pieces: hand crafted oak wood
desk clock, rich and pleasant aroma stored in a bottle and wooden sticks to be put in
the bottle. Rustic elegance that is a perfect name for this set, that can be gifted for
just any occasion. Desk clock will breathe some fresh forest air into your interior! Wood
slice clock is absolutely unique, made from oak wood grown in Baltic. It is absolutely
handmade, cut and polished, and made to last. Desk clock will become your table’s
main decor detail, its rustic appeal will catch everybody’s eyes. Clock is covered with
with natural oil, which protects wood and emphasizes its beauty. Clock is reliable and ill
show you accurate time every time you need.
Aroma in the bottle is a special aroma, created for this set, it is a pleasant, deep, wooden scent for your home, to suit wooden desk clock. Just place it near your new desk
clock and I am sure you will feel as closest to the nature as it gets being at home.
Be closer to nature and closer to yourself!
Please note, AA type battery is needed. Battery is not included.
MATERIALS:
- Oak wood
- Clock mechanism
- Wooden sticks
- Aroma in a bottle
- Cork
DIMENSIONS of the package:
31.7x15.7x5.3 cm / 12.5x6.2x2.1”
DIMENSIONS of the clock:
Diameter: 9-12 cm / 3.5-4.7”
Thickness: 6 cm / 2.4”
WEIGHT:
490 g / 1.1 lbs
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Forestime table set

GIFT SET OF FORESTIME WALL
This is a perfect gift set, that consists of only handmade pieces: hand crafted oak wood
wall clock, rich and pleasant aroma stored in a bottle and wooden sticks to be put in
the bottle. Rustic elegance that is a perfect name for this set, that can be gifted for just
any occasion.
Wall clock will breathe some fresh forest air into your interior! Clock can be hung on a
wall, or it can stand on a shelf. Wood slice clock is absolutely unique, made from oak
wood grown in Baltic. It is absolutely handmade, cut and polished, and made to last.
Wall clock will become your wall’s main decor detail, its rustic appeal will catch everybody’s eyes.
Clock is covered with natural oil, which protects wood and emphasizes its beauty.
Clock is reliable and will show you accurate time every time you need. It will make an
ideal gift for just any man or women, wife or husband, boyfriend or girlfriend, boss or
coworker!
Aroma in the bottle is a special scent, created specially for this set, it is a pleasant,
deep, wooden scent for your home, to suit wooden wall clock. Just place it somewhere
near your new wall clock and I am sure you will feel as closest to the nature as it gets
being at home.
Please note, you will need AA battery type for a wall clock. BATTERY IS NOT INCLUDED!
MATERIALS:
- Oak wood
- Clock mechanism
- Wooden sticks
- Aroma in a bottle
- Cork
DIMENSIONS of the package:
33.8x25.5x6 cm / 13.3x10x2.4”
DIMENSIONS of the wall clock:
Diameter: 17-20 cm / 6.7-7.9”
Thickness: 3 cm / 1.2”
WEIGHT of the package:
560 g / 1.23 lbs
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Forestime wall set

GIFT SET TREE 4 COFFEE
This gift set consists of only handmade pieces: two beautiful ceramic coffee mugs,
two wooden coasters embraced in a felt band, as well as two ceramic spoons to match
coffee mugs. Rustic elegance that is a perfect name for this set, that can be gifted for
just any occasion. Besides set is packed as a gift.
MATERIALS:
- Oak wood
- Ceramics
- Felt
- Cardboard package
DIMENSIONS:
31.7x15.7x 5.3 cm / 12.5x6.2x2”
WEIGHT:
450 g / 1 lbs
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Tree 4 Cofee set

GIFT SET TREE 4 CAKE
This gift set consists of only handmade pieces: wooden slice that can be served as a
plate, embraced in a felt band, ceramic blade, linen napkin and a lovely lavender as
decoration. Rustic elegance that is a perfect name for this set, that can be gifted for
just any occasion. Besides set is packed as a gift.
Be closer to nature and closer to yourself.
MATERIALS:
- Oak wood
- Ceramics
- Linen napkin
- Felt
- Lavender
- Cardboard package
DIMENSIONS:
33.8x25.5x2.7 cm / 13.3x10x1”
WEIGHT:
560 g / 1.23 lbs
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Tree 4 Cake set

CUTTING BOARD
Rustic, sturdy, beautiful and long-lasting - that’s how you can describe this cutting
board, made from solid oak wood. Just touching it - pure enjoyment! Surface is smooth,
wood is “alive”, coated with protective oil. Rustic leather handle is comfy and looks
absolutely in accord with the cutting board. Please take into account the fact, that each
cutting block is unique and one of a kind, no one else will have the same thing in their
homes. Cut and polished by hands, it will bring warmth and rustic sophistication to your
kitchen.
Be closer to nature, and closer to yourself.
SIZE 1:
24.5x25x2 cm / 9.7x9.8x0.8”

SIZE 3:
40x26x4 cm / 15.7x10.2x1.6”

WEIGHT 1:
900 g / 2 lbs

WEIGHT 3:
3100 g / 6.8 lbs

SIZE 2:
34x25x2.5 cm / 13.4x9.8x1”

SIZE 4:
50x25,5x4.5 cm / 19.7x10x1.8”

WEIGHT 2:
1300 g / 2.9 lbs

WEIGHT 4:
4500 g / 9.9 lbs

MATERIALS:
- Oak wood
- Leather handle
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Cutting board

MIRROR WITH HOLDER
This shape rustic mirror is made from an oak solid wood block. It is just something
unique and will absolutely become small, yet awesome part of your bedroom / bathroom interior.
Besides the mirror there are some slots for your makeup pencils or brushes. So this
mirror stand will also serve as makeup organizer!
This rustic, small mirror can be served as a vanity mirror, makeup mirror for yourself or
your loving ones!
DIMENSIONS of a whole mirror with glass and wooden stand:
35 x 32 cm / 13.8x12.6”
Dimensions of a wooden base:
25x9x7 cm / 9.8x3.5x2.8”
Dimensions of a mirror:
15x25 cm / 5.9x9.8”
WEIGHT:
1200 g / 2 lbs
MATERIALS:
- Oak wood
- Mirror glass
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Mirror with holder

MAKEUP MIRROR
This shape rustic mirror is made from an oak solid wood block. It is just something
unique and will absolutely become small, yet awesome part of your bedroom / bathroom interior.
This small, rustic mirror can be served as a vanity mirror, makeup mirror for yourself or
your loving ones. Mirror itself is oval shaped, very cute, perfect as a long lasting gift for
any women or a girl.
DIMENSIONS of a whole mirror with glass and wooden stand:
31 x 25 cm / 12.2x9.8”
Dimensions of a wooden base:
20x7x5 cm / 7.9x2.8x2”
Diameter of a mirror:
33 cm / 13”
WEIGHT:
1450 g / 3.2 lbs
MATERIALS:
- Oak wood
- Mirror glass
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Makeup mirror

FORESTABLE
This is a one of a kind oak wood slice table with three wooden legs. This wooden table
will serve you well for many years to come - perfect rustic home decor detail as a coffee
table, end table, side table, nightstand or sofa table. It has simple, minimalist design.
Thanks to a sliced wooden log as a tabletop, it feels like you brought a piece of forest
into your room. Very appreciated design among people who love using all the natural
materials in their homes!
Be closer to a nature and closer to yourself.
COLORS of legs:
- black colored legs
- natural wooden (not colored) legs
- white
DIMENSIONS:
40x40x53 cm / 15.7x15.7x21”
WEIGHT:
3-5 kg / 6.6-11 lbs
MATERIALS:
- Oak wood log slice
- Wooden legs
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Forestable

POSTCARDS
This is a set of 8 unique greeting cards - for various important events that can happen
in a span of one year - birthdays of your loving ones and friends, wedding of someone
close to you, new baby birth n your family, Valentines day! As additional pros of this
postcard set - you will have a perfect consistency of your greeting style.
Cards designed in minimalist style, with modern, black background. Each card has its
own envelope and pencil.
Format of each card is A6, it is small and compact, perfect greeting card size!
DIMENSIONS OF 1 CARD:
10.5x14.8 cm / 4.1x5.8”
MATERIALS:
- Cardboard
- Paper
- Pencil
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Postcards

ABOUT RIO LINDO
OUR ACTIVITY

We are a company developing creative design projects. We specialize in business gifts
and corporate clothing.

VALUES

We believe that the world is slowly waking up. Gift or garment should amaze, inspire
and to be long-lived.

CLIENTS

Our clients are companies which are looking for high quality products and service
culture.

PEOPLE

Through the working years we have gathered the best team of professionals. Our
partners are well-known and recognized artists and fashion designers in Lithuania.
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